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Abstract
In this research, it was aimed to determine the managerial problems faced by sports federation provincial representatives. The federation provincial representatives of 4 team sports (Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Handball) and 4 individual sports (bicycle, scouting, wrestling, tennis) who worked in Turkey / Sakarya province and Turkey / Bartın province participated in the study using qualitative research method. A semi-structured interview form, which is the data collection tool of the research in the conceptual framework, was established. A voice recorder was used to prevent data loss during negotiations. The data were analyzed using descriptive analysis and content analysis. The conclusions revealed that physical working environments (office, stationery materials, technological materials, etc.) coordination with provincial and district sports directorates is inadequate, lack of coach and referee courses. According to findings, it may be considered that the provincial representatives can improve their business productivity by eliminating their managerial problems.
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1 This research was presented orally in the 6th International Conference on Science Culture and Sport.
Introduction

The jewelry which is almost of the tradition of the community has been regarded as a craft until the modern ages and has not been accepted as an art branch.

Art historian E.H. Gombrich, at the beginning of the Story of Art book, expresses the variability of the concept of art with these words: “There is no such thing as art. There are only artists. Once upon a time, some men sketched roughly bison paintings on the wall of a cave with colored soils; today some people paint the walls or wooden curtains and they produce many other things. It is all right to describe all these activities as art, as long as it is not forgotten that this word can come to mean different meanings according to time and place, and that there is no Art starting with a large A that has become a means of worshiping nowadays” (Gombrich, 1997: 15).

At the end of the 18. century and the beginning of the 19. century, the power of machine in production takes the place of human power. As a result of these changes and technological developments, there is a turning called the Industrial Revolution. The effects of the developments in this period, which the starting date can not be definitively determined, on human history are very important. When the 20. century came, the extraordinary developments and reflections in western societies led to the change of cultural heritage all over the world.

The fact that artists became independent from nature, producing and shaping has created great breaks in traditional ideas, and has caused new approaches to be born. This approach is the beginning of a period in which artistic creativity requires new explanations and concepts as aesthetic, beauty and art phenomena are evaluated independently.

In pre-industrial cultures, form is the reflection of content and beauty is the sign of truth. In the period beginning with the Industrial Revolution; the important thing is not the beauty expressing the truth, but what the meaning of the form is. Jale Erzen expresses the relationship between beauty and aesthetics in the following way: “Aesthetics is not only beauty; form is much aesthetic as it has more meaning. Art is as important as it is meaningful” (Erzen, 2011: 24).

Those changes lead to the breaking of the patterns of the traditional jewelry sense, especially in the second half of the century. The concept of Artistic Jewelry emerges with the transformation of the jewelry concept. Jewelry Design finds its meaning and jewelry begins to be treated as an art discipline.

The end result of the Industrial Revolution is the rapidly changing living standards. The disturbances created by changing conditions such as the replacement of handicrafts by serial production, the decline of production quality, the superiority of art passing away from religion or aristocracy to trade, first appeared in England and then in Germany. This situation which lasts until the 1890’s is questioned and those non-human conditions have begun to be criticized. Workshops were held against this machinery in the direction of old traditions and the idea that every designed object, a table, a chair or a fork must be rediscovered approached. As a result of these interactions, the act winning a quality and taking the name Arts and Crafts becomes a social utopia over time. The Arts and Crafts movement spread rapidly in Europe, especially in Germany.

Bauhaus, one of the main milestones witnessing the breakdown of the history of industrial culture, was founded by Walter Gropius in 1919. In addition to workshops based on
traditional handicrafts as glass, metal, printing, weaving and pottery, there were also workshops between art and craft, such as stage design and wall paintings, and an open training to experimentation, abstraction and expression is suggested. The concept of Gesamtkunstwerk (universal artwork) adopted during the Art Nouveau period, is revived with the idea that all disciplines of art are a combination. The basic design concept, which was first expressed in the Bauhaus school, takes place in the programs of the faculties as the main lesson that students are thought about design. The aim here is to work art and industry together (Artun, Çavuşoğlu, 2009: 96-104).

**Painting, Sculpture and Jewelry Relations Among The World in The Context Of Arts and Crafts Interaction**

Interdisciplinary Art is an approach that lifts the boundaries between art branches, open to artistic interaction, allows art branches to inspire each other and create a new aesthetic sense. This approach underscores the multifaceted and complex nature of art, while at the same time underlining the inevitability of art branches being influenced by one another. It is seen that the artists who stand out in the field of fine arts of the twentieth century has also created masterpieces in the field of jewelry. Most of these works are artists’ own designs. On the other hand, a different, original new design space is created by the adaptation of the works of the artists.

When the relation between paintings and jewelry is handled, the first images that come to mind are the jewelry put in paintings. These jewelry reflect the artistic style of the time in terms of art history and carry a kind of documentary quality. Numerous examples of such paintings can be given. As one of the earliest examples, the painting of the northern artist Peter Christus (Image 1) which displays St. Eligius’ workshop, who had protected the jewelers. An engaged couple who come to the workshop are choosing rings for themselves. Through this subject, it can be seen what kind of jewelry existed at that time.

Even if a small number of painters were interested in jewelry before the twentieth century, it can be seen that the artists have the same mastery in both areas. Benvenuto Cellini (1500-1576) is one of the most important artists of the world who grew up as jeweler and used his talents in his sculptures (Image 2). It is also known that the artist designed and produced objects with his own style (Image 3).

Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) (Image 4), one of the most important painters of the 16. century and art history, grew up at his father's jewelery workshop. Dürer has various jewelry and object designs (Image 5).

The painter Hans Holbein (1497-1543), famous for his portraits has lived in Germany in the 16. century. He is the last great artist of High Renaissance (Image 6). Despite the reality in his portraits, abstraction and naturalality exist together in the pendants he designed and used precious stones (Image 7).
The famous British sculptor Alfred Gilbert (1854-1934) also uses his interest in working with metals in the field of jewelry design; using wire, semi-precious or unworthy stones to produce jewelry that is quite contrary to the period (Images 8-9-10-11).

It takes place after the industrial revolution to gain the modern function and meaning of design. Ali Artun defines this period as: “18. century is the time when both modern industrial and modern art is invented” (Artun, 2012: 84). The 19. century is the period of change. In this period, Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau movements are attempted to unite craftsmen with art and to promote it. Aesthetic is a priority in every field of art as architecture, furniture design, decoration and jewelry, and is applied to daily design. When it comes to the 20. century, jewelry design is seen as an artistic process.

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973), the founder of Cubism, has designed jewelry reflecting clearly his personality and his versatile artistry (Images 12-13-14-15). Some of these designs were produced by Picasso, and a part by Victor Hugo's grandson François Hugo's jewelry workshop.
Painter, sculptor, ceramist, filmmaker Fernand Léger (1881-1955), one of the important names of Cubism, designed an enameled brooch on metal using the motifs he used in his paintings in the 1950s. The artist has a single piece. This is a sign that many artists are interested in jewelry, even if they produce only once (Images 16-17). The artistic understanding of the German painter, sculptor, graphic artist and poet Max Ernst (1891-1976), one of the most important figures of Dadaism and Surrealism, is reflected in this jewelry designs. (Images 18-19).

The American photographer Man Ray (1890-1976) produced iconic pictures, sculptures and jewelry as well as dadaist and surrealist photographs (Images 20-21). Painter, sculptor and poet Jean (Hans) Arp (1886-1966) is one of the pioneers of abstract art. The jewelry he produced is almost identical to his sculptures and paintings (Images 22-23).
Overcoming the boundaries between jewelry, sculpture, painting and photography, combining techniques and materials used in addition to visual similarities, has enabled artists to exhibit artistic enthusiasts with different approaches. For an artist, art is an internal necessity and a will. The artist produces for himself without any expectation, but he needs to show and share what he has produced. It is clear that all artists involved in this study have such an approach.

Alexander Calder (1898-1976), known for his kinetic abstract compositions, has designed and produced all his unique jewelry pieces himself (Images 24-25-26-27).

The founder of metaphysical art, Giorgio Chirico (1888-1978) is also a good writer. The jewelry produced from his paintings are tiny sculptures reflecting individually the artistic approach of the artist (Images 28-29). The artistic approach in the fantastic dreamy paintings of the Belgian surrealist painter Rene Magritte (1898-1967) remained true on the jewels produced after his (Images 30-31).
Jean Cocteau (1889-1963) who has made tremendous contributions to the world of modern art and cinema, also exhibits his multi-face artistic identity in his jewelry designs. He worked with François Hugo in the production of the jewelry pieces he designed (Images 32-33). Victor Vasarely (1908-1997), the leader of Opart, produced works based on multicolored abstraction and illusion. Designed with the same understanding, his jewelry was produced by Circle Fine Art (Images 34-35).

Salvador Dali (1904-1989), one of the forerunners of surrealism, has made a reputation for his jewelry, often made of very precious stones, as well as his paintings (Images 36-37-38-39).
African-born Wilfredo Lam (1902-1982) is the most famous Cuban painter of the 20. century. The artist reflects different cultures in a very effective way, producing a small number of jewelry close to death (Images 40-41). Dorothea Tanning (1910-2012) is known for his mysterious and erotic paintings produced in the direction of surrealism. Designed to be produced at the François Hugo workshop, the jeweleries are passionate with interesting figures (Images 42-43).

American painter, film maker and publisher Andy Warhol (1930-1987) is considered to be the most important representatives of the pop art movement. The steel clock produced after his death is his design, and every watch that makes up the bracelet shows the time in different cities of the world (Image 45). Roy Lichtenstein (1923-1997) has brought Pop art inspirations to comic books and popular advertising scenes, this inspiration is reflected individually in his jewels produced as enamel on metal (Images 46-47).

From the pioneers of the Art Povera movement, Giuseppe Penone (1947 - ...) uses material from nature in his sculptures. Different metals have been used together in his jewelry inspired by nature (Images 48-49). The French artist Claude Lalane (1924 - ...) is known for her sculptures and furniture designs reflecting nature. She focuses on flowers and leaf forms in her designs also with her jewelry (Images 50-51).
Louise Bourgeois (1911-2010), famous sculptor with giant spider sculptures exhibited in many parts of the world, is known as surrealist, has installation and body art studies. Jewelry inspired by her designs are produced as models of her sculptures (Images 52-53).

American sculptor and painter Jeff Koons (1955) is known for his large balloon animal sculptures with reflective stainless steel. The necklace in the form of a rabbit is also a model of its sculptures (Images 54-55). Indian-born Anish Kapoor (1954) has been living in England for many years. Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam reflections can be seen in his works (Images 56-57).
Lucio Fontana (1899-1968), who declares that art is not a finished and lasting work but an attitude, influenced many artists and artistic movements. In 1950’s, there was a unique piece of gold that he had produced, and in the following years his designs were produced by a workshop as a number of copies. (Images 58-59)

In the scope of this research, the artists whose examples of their works have been seen have designed their own jewelry and some have made their own productions. The jewelry produced in the workshops is usually designed to match the works of the artist. Each one is accepted a work of art.

**Adaptation of Works of Turkish Painters to Jewelry in the Scope of the Project**

Indicating creativity as a discipline of art is something that can be learned by combining art and design with developing the concept of creativity and awareness by enriching the way of thinking of the students and showing how each student can improve his creativity skills. In the meantime, creating an infrastructure by referring to the importance of using different materials to create awareness in design.

In the process of designing jewelry inspired by the works of Turkish Painters; students have the opportunity to gain experience in designing, creating awareness and an impact on the buyer, by changing the perspective of inspiration and creativity. The jewelry and object applications that started with this purpose reflected the accumulation and skills of the students, and each one gained the liking of the viewers as handmade unique artworks.

In this study, where every designer started the design process with usual ways such as research, design and drawings. Students were aimed to apply original designs of artists from different periods chosen according to their own taste and aesthetic understanding. Following the sketch studies of jewelry and objects, the process of determining the techniques and materials to be used during the student's application process has been completed. It was assumed necessary that the design models developed by students should make them internalize the aesthetic value, authenticity, functionality, applicability and the environmental effects of the designs.

As a whole, the harmony that they have created with each other has developed in aesthetic consciousness, mainly when silver, copper and brass materials and sometimes different materials are used. Technically, while the plates were made by lapidary, the lost wax technique was used for three-dimensional studies. Expression of the principles about the
functioning of the design process is a necessity in terms of ensuring that the students gain a planned design process perception and carry out the project in this context.

It is aimed to make technical solutions of designs that are revealed by concept ideas and material selections. While creating a design project, researching the material, getting to know the materials and examining their relations with each other is one of the most important steps. In this research, the examination of materials in previously used environments provides a basic understanding of how the material has an effect. Obtaining samples of selected materials and seeing how they impact by bringing them together is crucial to ensure design integrity in material selection. Material selection has a very basic place in design. Both the use of appropriate materials for the design work and the choice of the right material in terms of design direction and the target group are indispensable steps for the integrity and success of the design. Informative presentations on the properties of the materials and discussions on the examples have led to improvements in the definition of the materials and the effects on the design process. The stage of thinking about the ways of solution by discussing design ideas through material preferences is an important step to be able to record progress.

**Jewelry and Objets Emulating the Works of Turkish Painters and Sculptors**

In this section, there are examples of jewelry made by the students in the trace of famous Turkish painters and sculptors.

The famous Turkish painter Şeker Ahmet Paşa (1841-1907) works on landscapes, animal portraits, and still life works and is generally distant from human figures. The designer Beritan Kabul who was inspired by the artist’s work named “Gazelle” (Image 60) used silver and brass in the bracelet which she produced by lost wax technique (Image 61). Osman Hamdi Bey (1842 - 1910), an artist from the Orientalist school, pictured sections of social life he belonged to. In addition to large-scale compositions, there are also portraits and landscape studies of him. As he also studied archeology he was the founder of the first museum in Turkey. Inspired by Osman Hamdi Bey’s the famous “Turtle Trainer” (Image 62), designer Elif Nermin Dönmez produced figurines and turtles in silver by lost wax technique and the base and the door in brass (Image 63).

One of the geometric-figurative painting's first representatives in Turkey (1906- 1982), Nurullah Berk has been effected of cubism (Image 64). Inspired by Nurullah Berk’s works, Emel Coşkun used warm enamel to color both pieces. While the bracelet is produced by using
stitch technique in brass (Image 65), the ring is made of silver with lost wax technique (Image 66).

Sabri Berkel (1907-1993), who completed his art education at the Academy of Fine Arts in Florence, conceives all aspects of the Renaissance Style very well. Berkel, first of all working with figurative and cubist style, reached geometrical examples that gradually separated from nature and reflected the abstract world of forms, lines and colours, as the artist changed his style towards abstraction (Images 67-69). Inspired by two different paintings of the artist, Emel Coşkun worked with a sculptor’s thoroughness as producing her objects using lost wax technique, bronze casting and brass plates, revealing extremely successful works (Images 68-70).

Bedri Rahmi Eyüboğlu (1913-1975), an important painter and poet of Turkish art was also one of the professors of the Academy of Fine Arts. Influenced by people and nature, he developed a unique painting and poetry language (Image 71). Inspired by the artist's different works, Canan Usta used silver and copper casting and corks in the production of bottle taps (Image 72). The brooch (Image 73) was produced in silver by stitch technique and copper plates. The designer has produced the mug (Image 74) in bronze by hammering and the figure in brass by lost wax technique.
İbrahim Balaban (1921- ...), a representative of the naive art, produces socially realistic works from the life and folk legends of Anatolian people (Image 75-77). His years of imprisonment with Nazım Hikmet have been very influential in the development of his art. Two students have worked on İbrahim Balaban. While Hilal Özçelik was making a brooch (Image 76) using stich silver underlay, Emel Coşkun made bronze cast small figures and replaced them around a bowl made of brass plate (Image 78) which attracted all viewers.

Mürşide İçmeli (1930-2014), one of the most important names in the field of print painting, has applied geometry to figures while considering Anatolian cultures (Image 79). The designer, Gizem Yavuz, used silver and brass plates with stitch technique in the brooch she made (Image 80). Hayati Misman (1945 - ...), who cares much about the creation process, gave works in the field of printing painting (Image 81). Sena Nur Akdeniz used the brass plates to create the frames that she put in printed asetate paper and used brass wire to join the them (Image 82).
Veli Sapaz (1942 -...), who defines his paintings as love songs, is known as a painter who uses colour very well (Image 83). Derya Duran Şahin, inspired by a few works of the artist, has shaped the brass plate and embellished it with tiny balls. (Image 84). In his paintings Erol Özden (1943 -...) (Image 85) uses Anatolian human figures. Gizem Genişel has transformed these Anatolian women figures to the necklace she made (Image 86). In the production of the parts, she made bronze parts with lost wax technique, used oxidation to give a different dimension with light and shade, and leather ribbons to combine.

Adnan Çoker (1927 -...), one of the most important names and lecturers of Turkish painting, takes a unique interpretation of native and western understanding. In particular, black images make a distinct difference with the sequence (Figure 87-90). While the artist brings the geometric-minimalist forms in his paintings, he always sticks to symmetry and balance. Adnan Çoker's works are adapted to eyeglasses and rings by two different designers. Figen Öz has produced eyeglasses by using alpaca in the stalks, coloured resin in the lens. From an aesthetic point of view, the designer used two rows of brass wire between the resin and copper wire in the nose of the eyewear (Image 89). The designer Eren Ertuğral used silver sheet and stone in the double ring, with a minimalistic style adopted from the aesthetic conception of the artist (Image 91).
In the picture of Ergin İnan (1943 -...), who focuses on the relationship between writing, painting and philosophy, the writing and expressive imaginary figures are indispensible elements. Leyli Saltanova used bronze to make the tiny animal figures by the lost wax technique and used leather ribbons to join them (Image 93). A modern interpretation based on traditional miniature art stands out in the paintings of Ayşe Özel (1953 -...) (Ersoy, 2004, 381). Müge Değer, inspired by two different artists in the project, used silver and openwork technique in the brooch produced by Ayşe Özel's drawing (Image 94) and colorized the wheel part which is located in the piece with enamel (Image 95).

Seydi Murat Koç (1981 -...) who was selected as the “2005 Young Artist of the Year” has paintings and original printmaking studies and a constantly developing artistic carrier (Image 96). Şura Bilgin has made her brooch in silver cast by melting wax in cold water, and brass plates were cut with stich technique (Image 97). Gören Bulut (1945 -...), which stands out with his narrative abstract portraits (Image 98). Colour is superior in his works. (Ersoy, 2004: 127) Barış Doğan produced the brooch as bronze casting with lost wax technique (Image 99).
Çimen Bayburtlu (1962 - ...) carries out this project in the university where she is a member of the faculty. The artist cares about interdisciplinary studies (Figure 100). Designer Müge Değer while making the eyeglasses has used silver lost wax technique to make the structure and platter-making technique for the half-spheres and figures she used on the glasses. (Figure 101). Glasses are real glasses and they are ergonomic. It has taken its place in the collection and found very interesting by the viewers. The ring was printed from the work of the artist and fixed to the prepared resin (Figure 102). The main body of the magnifier is made by lost wax technique and the frame of the lens is made of brass (Figure 103). The wooden part is covered by resin so that to fix and prevent the pictures put on.

Results and Conclusions

Especially in the second half of the 20. century, examples of paintings and jewelry designed by famous painters or sculptors have been envisaged in terms of the interaction of the two arts. For the first time İn Turkey, the project implementation with the contribution of Marmara University, Jewelry Technology and Design School students, a very different design process has been accomplished where students were also aimed both to recognize and introduce Turkish Painters.

This project, which started with the aim of getting to know the Turkish painters and acquiring the ability of inspiration, allows the students to see the difficulties of designing in the direction of an orientation while contributing to the field of knowledge, but also to acquire knowledge and experience in terms of defining their and their friends’ chosen painters. By using different techniques, they also have improved their hand skills.
Project-based learning is made up of three basic concepts carefully selected that educational systems should take nowadays. One of these concepts is learning, which is very important in terms of attracting attention of the learner not the teacher. Another is the concept of project, which means design, design development, imagination and planning. This concept points to the understanding of the design of learning; emphasizes relational learning with a specific purpose rather than individual. Project-based learning emphasizes not the product but the process of the project, by considering the project as an infrastructure and not as a goal enables a learning-specific structure to the desired extent. (Erdem, Akkoyunlu, 2002).

Since 2015, in the course of Applied Jewelry Design and Applied Object Design, students have been asked to produce jewelry with different techniques by going out of the works of Turkish painters of various periods. The results of this project have been very successful; Turkish Painters have been studied from Military Painters to contemporary painters; their works have been adapted to jewelry objects; these works have appeared in international exhibitions; exhibitions have attracted great interest and hence both student works and Turkish painters have been successfully introduced.

- This study has increased the interest and knowledge of the students in Turkish painters.
- Concepts and formations of inspiration and awareness have been assimilated.
- When museum-shops around the world are examined in this respect, it is generally seen that there is not a creative approach in jewelry and objects made by going out in the works of artists. In the same way, it is seen that such works in the sales sections of the Turkish museums are very general and inadequate.
- It is thought that the vision and perspective of the students developing within the scope of this project will create awareness to them in case of graduation. Museum shops, which are part of museums are of interest to art lovers. The designs that will be located here will not be commercial objects that appeal to instant gratification, but unique designs bearing the character of permanent artwork, which will enable art lovers to create collections.
- Students trained in this way will be able to contribute to the workplaces they work such as art galleries and museums.

At the end of this project, which lasted for about two years, a collection of objects and jewelry on Turkish Painters was created. It is believed that this is a contribution to the training of this discipline and that these collections can be exhibited in many places in the country and abroad.
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